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Kuwaiti jet
ordeal may
cease today
ALGIERS, Algeria (AP) Moslem gunmen said late Tuesday that for "humanitarian"
and "Islamic" reasons they will
end their hijacking of a Kuwaiti
airlines jet by the end of today.
"We are going to finish this
operation on the third day of
Ramadan," they said.
Ramadan, the Moslem holy
month, started in Algeria on
Monday.
"We salute the offer made by
the Algerian government," the
hijackers said in a statement in
Arabic, issued at 4 a.m. over the
airliner's radio.
Details of the offer were not
spelled out, but the statement
appeared to indicate that the
approximately 35 hostages
would be freed safely.
The statement did not mention
when the hijacking would end
today, or where.
The Kuwait Airways jet was
hijacked on April 5 on a flight

from Bangkok to Kuwait with
112 people aboard. Since then,
the gunmen have killed two hostages and ordered the plane
flown to Iran, where it remained
three days; Cyprus, where it
stayed five days: and Algeria.
The gunmen nave demanded
that Kuwait release 17 proIranian terrorists convicted of
the 1983 bombings of the U.S.
and French embassies.
On Tuesday, a relative of the
emir of Kuwait said she and the
other hostages "are all in danger" if her royal kin did not meet
the demands of the Shiite Moslem gunmen.
The plea from Anware AlSabah was the second in two
days from a member of the
royal family.
Three distant cousins of the
emir of Kuwait are among the
estimated 35 hostages still
aboard the Kuwait Airways jumbo jet.

Jaws at work
Joe Perez, a Bowling Green city employee, attempts to hook 'Jaws' at
the corner of Main and Court Street's yesterday afternoon. Workers

Persian Gulf 'quiet'

Four BGSG departments
vying for Scholar awards
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

The University is in the running for $2 million in
research money, according to an Ohio Board of
Regents spokesperson.
Kate Carey, communications administrator at
the Board of Regents, said the University is competing for four of nine $500,000 Eminent Scholar
Awards. Nine awards will be granted in June to
state university departments, she said.
The Eminent Scholar Award competition, sponsored by the Regents, will be matched by the individual universities to create a $1 million endowment.
This money will fund a scholar and his research.
Currently, the University has an eminent scholar in the chemistry department, Michael Rodgers.
"There are 24 proposals left in the competition
out of the original 44 entered," Carey said.
The Board of Regents selects nine individual de-

Shipping lines calm after day of shooting

partments to receive this award and a team of
three or four people make site visits to the departments, she said.
Members of the site team are staff members of
the board and people with particular expertise in
the individual fields, she added.
The four University departments in the final
stage of the competition are philosophy, psychology, biology and sociology.
University PresidentPaul Olscamp said there
are three more finalists at the University than at
any other university except Ohio State and Cincinnati.
Tom Attig, chair of the philosphy department,
explained the department's preparation for evaluation.
"We stressed two things during our evaluation —
that the department and the administration are
excited about bringing an eminent scholar here
and that the faculty and resources will provide a
stimulating place to be as a scholar," he said.

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — A
French warship spotted three
mines while Iranian speedboats
raided two tankers Tuesday, the
day after battles in the southern
Persian Gulf in which Iran fired
missiles from shore at U.S.
Navy vessels.
A marine executive said the
gulf appeared "ghostly" from
lack of shipping, tie and others
said commercial vessels were
avoiding the waterway, where
Iran and Iraq have been at war
since September 1980 and the
U.S. Navy sank or damaged six
Iranian vessels Monday.
They also said the United
States had suspended escorts of
Kuwaiti oil tankers temporarily,
but Defense Department
spokesman Dan Howard denied
it. The United States gave Amer-

Media influences views
Televison, radio, newspapers help create political values
by CraiB Wagner
reporter
Most college students retain
the political values they learned sa children, despite aiternative viewpoints presented at
;wa Univer^CU»W*t '

"If you look at the patterns of ownership
and control, the media in this country are
owned by wealthy individuals with quite
conservative values."
-Donald McQuarie, sociology professor

14 Be
fege Is the period when people
are,meet lately to oration the
values they grew up with.
"However, five or 18 years
down the road, people's values
and political allegiances «UU
ace mostlflutly to he somewhat
dm to their parents V be
saU. "The famfiyto I
of most]

to which people
were creating their own political values as part of an age cohort"
The media, particularly television, also influence* the devetopment of a parson's political values, be i& "But fietofluenee is difficult to gauge because the media are sa di-

i an Important influence
naming a person's political belief* he said
"Students to the late 1980s
and early 1870s had much more
radical views than their parants," McQuarie said, •'that
mated a kind of generational

McQuarie said they actually
present i elalliali conservative viewpoint!.
"Hyou look at the patterns of
ownership and control, the
media to this country are owned by wealthy individuals
with quite conservative

Srtrstws:

Wednesday
DThe Antarctic will soon become a
region of hot debate, according to a University associate professor, see story
page 3.
□ Delta Tau Delta will be handing out
"charitable violations" today as part of
Greek Week, see story page 4.
□The Falcon baseball team swept
Kent State at Steller Field Tuesday to
even their MAC record to 4-4. see story
page 7.

BG News/Mark Thalman
were setting a cement cast in a new sewer catch basin using the 'jaws of
life' to lower the heavy fixture. Work on the sewer will continue today
and should be concluded by day's end.

values," he saW.
Even the liberalism of television network Dews tends to
be restricted, McQuarie said.
"Very rarely wifl you find the
media questioning the basic
assumptions of government
policy. Official spokesmen's
words are always given more
weight than the words of various fovernrnent crftica."
One hnportartt conservative
value parents and televison
teach children is consumerIsm, McQuarie said.
"At a very early age, children are inducted into a consumeriat culture. They're
taught that last week's cereal
is not good enough."
Another value presented to

children — often through television - to that the United
States is at the center of the
world's activities.
Former NBC correspondent
Lloyd Dobyn* wrote to this
week's "TV Guide" that the
UJS. "seems to occupy W percent of the world" on network
news programs.
Harold Fisher, University
journalism professor, said this
consistent American point of
view does not offer a talanced
picture of the world.
'XX course, the audience
demands it," he said. "We
want to know about us — not
file other guy."
McQuarie said a general
contempt for politics and polittetonsls another feeling chflLow voter turnout in elections, and opinion polls which
fact "a hostility towaraVand
fear of, government intervention to the economy.*' be said.
G See Politics, page 6.

ican flags and registration to 11
Kuwaiti tankers last year and
the Navy escorts them through
the gulf.
President Reagan said things
were quieter in the gulf Tuesday
and "we hope it continues that
way."
Iran claimed its speedboats in
the southern gulf sank an
"American naval logistical
ship," killing its crew, an hour
after Navy ships destroyed two
Iranian oil platforms Monday.
The official Islamic Republic
News Agency headlined the dispatch ''Yankees Go Down To
Watery Grave As Revolutionary
Guards Sink U.S. Ship," but it
contained no details.
At the Defense Department in
Washington, Howard said of the
claim: No report has reached

ur from our forces in the Gulf of
any hostile acts (against them)
today."
After the confrontation Monday, the Pentagon said there
were no confirmed U.S. casualties but a search was being conducted for a missing AH-1 helicopter with two crewmen
aboard. Iran claims to have shot
it down.
At the United Nations in New
York, Iran lodged a formal
complaint Tuesday about attacks by the "war-monger"
United States. Washington responded that its actions had
been "necessary and proportionate."
Q See Iran, page 5.

Money, tools,
batteries taken
in local thefts
by John Meola
city reporter
An undisclosed amount of money was stolen from safes at Ben
Franklin and True Value Hardware stores on South Main Street
sometime Sunday, police said Tuesday.
In both cases, the thief, using a channel lock-type plier,gained entry into the stores through rear glass doors, said Police Chief Galen
Ash.
The thief then used a pry-bar device to open the safe at Ben Franklin, police said.
Ash said a suspect in the case has been identified, but refused to
release any names or additional information pend'~; ' "'*■* investigation.
"We do have a suspect, but we can't disclose a name at this time,"
Ash said.
Along with the money, police said the thief also stole two D-size
batteries and flashlights from Ben Franklin, along with various tools
from True Value Hardware next door.
Floyd Craft, owner of the stores, said the thief did not damage the
rest of the stores.
"They pretty much came in and did what they had to," Craft said.
"They took the cylinders off the (safe) door and drilled through the
other one."
In the True Value Hardware store break-in, the thief drilled open
the safe to gain entry and then took the money, Ash said.
Ash said the stores closed at 5 p.m. Sunday and re-opened early
Monday morning.

News in brief
firppk \A/*»f»W rnntim i«ac
VJICCIS weeri V.UIIllllUCa
Greek Week continues today with "Wear Your
Letters Day," and the greek games and picnic at
College Park beginning at 5 p.m.
At the picnic, there will be an all-star softball
game, pairings in volleyball, limbo and other
events. In case of rain, the event will be held at
Eppler Center.
Thursday is "All that Glitters," greek sing,
which will have Broadway themes of amatuer talent competitions between sorority and fraternity
pairings, at the Grand Ballroom beginning at 8
p.m.

Friday, the closing ceremonies will be held at
Old Fraternity Row.
Two professional music groups, "The
Exchange" and "Opiat of the Masses" whose
members are also University Greek members,
will provide entertainment at the outdoor finale.
#

Lancaster is SGlGCtGu
.
FaCllltV Senate VlCe-CnaiT
■*
Faculty Senate elected Ann-Mane Lancaster as
the new vice-chair at Tuesday's meeting.

Lancaster, chair of the University's computer
science department, was chosen over Marvin
Kumler, associate professor of psychology, by a
vote of 35-20.
As a Faculty Senate officer, Lancaster said she
will encourage open discussion of University issues,
The vice-chair position automatically moves
m
*° *be chair position the following year. Bartley
Brennan, current vice chair and professor of legal
studies, will take over as chair immediately following May commencement,
Ralph Wolfe is the current chair of Faculty Senate.
— By Amy Burkett
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AIDS class is Seek logical alternative
positive step
By Craig Taliaferro

When health officials from 145 countries met in
January to discuss ways of dealing with the
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS),
the general conclusion was that education is essential to reduce the spread of the virus.
Apparently, University officials agree because
the dean of the College of Health and Human Services has announced there will be a class on AIDS
offered in the fall.
Dean Clyde Willis said a one-hour course will
cover many aspects involved with AIDS, including
legal matters, information on current research and
the impact of the disease on health-care efforts.
He said the University is one of the first institutions to propose such a class, and we applaud the
effort.
Education is critical in handling the AIDS virus
for two reasons. The first is because ignorance
breeds dangerous misconceptions, such as the beliefs that a person can contract AIDS by donating
blood or swimming in the same pool as an AIDS victim.
These fears are dangerous because they only
serve to isolate victims and lower blood supplies.
The second reason education is essential is because AIDS is largely preventable if people are
equipped with proper information. Providing information about safe practices can save lives.
By planning the class, which will be taught by
Willis and Joshua Kaplan, director of the Student
Health Center, the University is taking an important step to increase awareness ana education
about this dangerous virus.
We not only hope that the course will be a success, but that it will also be the forerunner of many
similar educational endeavors.

When I was In grade school,
the nuns taught us that there
were two types of sin: those of
commission and those of omission...! apologize to the nuns for
forgetting that important lesson
and I apologize to the student
body for apparently committing
the latter.
Nonetheless, I had two beliefs: one, that a matter of public record was exactly that; and
two, the fact that I had openly
talked about "my record" made
it more or less common knowledge. Also, as I had of my own
volition (not because I was required to) reported to the chief
of campus security (Mr. Bess)
upon my arrival on campus in
May of 1987.

Additionally, due to problems
I had adjusting to class work
after so many years away from
school, I made "my record"
known to several department
chairs and in many of my classes. Therefore I assumed that it
was rather obvious I saw "my
record" as no deep secret, but as
a matter of fact which every day
in every way I tried not to allow
to effect my future.
Some have asked, "How could
Sou run..."and to this I've a twoold answer: first, because I believe in our system and to say
that without participating in it
would be (to me) hypocritical.
Second, because I thought (mis-

Dear Dr. Olscamp:

The BG News editorial page is your campus forum.
The News reserves the right to reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject tc
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

Today we were hoping to present the University with our gift
of a Peace Pole, a seven foot
wooden pole with "May Peace
Prevail on Earth" written in
four languages on it sides. The
Peace Pole project began in
Japan and has since spread
throughout the world. In Ohio

Letters.
Rallies have important
role in social change
I am writing this letter in response to a letter that appeared
months ago from the president
and vice president of the UnderSaduate Student Government,
that letter, they stated that
rallies in the Union Oval— such
as the ones against apartheid in
South Africa— accomplished
little good. Since there is another rally against apartheid
scheduled for this Thursday
morning in the Union Oval, I
thought it might be appropriate
for me to respond as to why I
think rallies can have an important role in any movement for
social change.
Rallies educate people who
are uninformed or indifferent.
They bring people together and
give those who participate in
them an emotional uplift, and
they confront those who have the
power to make the desired
change. The larger the rally, the
more influential it can be. If
they are covered by the media,
they can communicate with a
greater number of people. Peo61e have been changed by rales. I was, during the Civil
Rights Movement in the early
1960s.

A rally can be more influential
if it is conducted in conjunction
with grassroots organization of
people and with demonstrations
such as marches, boycotts, sitins, fasts, other personal stands
or even civil disobedience. The
effectiveness of the rally is also
increased if there are individuals lobbying for the desired
change through one-to-one contact with those in power and by
testifying before boards or
committees about why the specific change they request is important.
The Labor Union Movement,
the Civil Rights Movement, the
United Farm Workers, the AntiWar Movement and the
Women's Movement have used
rallies, grassroots organizing,
demonstrations and lobbying to
effect positive change In this
country in the 20th century. The
Progressive Student Organization on campus appear to have
used the same tactics in its
struggle to influence the BGSU
Foundation to divest in companies doing business in South
Africa.
Bill Thompson
Campus Minister
United Christian Fellowship
Center
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in any way I can. I believe that
this same integrity will cause
him to ask for Mr. Goolsby's resignation as a "justice" on student court, realizing that Mr.
Goolsby has shown himself to be
incapable of making fair and
impartial judgments.
I "know" that we must address:
The safety of women on this
campus in their residence halls,
and in this community.
DBringing our safety forces to
full strength on all shifts, and
add a representative number of
minority officers.
i Racism, sexism, and heterosexism.
i Child care for undergraduates, graduate students, faculty,
i Intra-campus transportation
for all students, especially those
permanently or temporarily
handicapped.
I hope that those administrators who tried so desperately to
interfere in our election will recognize that they failed in at least
half of their mission. Yes, your
timing for your "anonymous
call" and your withholding of information until it could do the
most damage did succeed in
shading our election. Nonetheless, you failed. You failed because you have not driven us
apart, but closer together. Your
attempts at manipulation have
caused us to have the largest
mandate from the student body
since the last "era of activism.
I hope that these manipulators
will soon come to know that the

students of the 1980s do not need
a "Great White Father," as they
are adults, not children, and capable of making their own decisions and holding their own
elections.
However, it is also my hope
that more will come to see that
our University president is also
what we need at this time, at this
place in history. Certainly he
does have, shall we say. a certain lack of respect ana insensitivity towards students, women,
and minorities but he is the type
of C.E.0 that we need to lead
this University into the 21st century. So, given the choice between a president that knows
every one of us by name and understands the nature of racism
and sexism but can't raise
beans, or Dr. Olscamp, I'll take
the latter, because the millions
and millions of dollars he raises
for this University benefit every
one of us, even those he'd rather
believe didn't attend "his" University.
In closing, I ask that all of
those who supported the ideas
we addressed, the programs we
Siroposed, the problems we
ound answers to, continue to do
exactly that and in "unity and
community" continue to make
this the best University possible...hoping that each of us will
always seek, "the logical alternative."

Taliaferro is a junior popular
culture and political science
major from Shaker Hts.

Asking for Peace Pole planting
By Diane Docis

Respond

takenly) that I had, according to
"the law", paid the price, served my time, and was now allowed my chance to again contribute to a society and a system
I hold a very high regard. If I
was wrong in these beliefs then
for that too I would apologize but
/ was not and / will not'. The
system does work and having
seen a good portion of this small
green planet I still believe this to
be the greatest nation upon it.
Additionally, (and at the risk
of sounding completely mad) I
still think that this University
and this community remain the
best place I've seen to attend
school and live.
Some have also asked, "How I
feel...or what I think now?" I
"feel" that many, many people
here (including the BG News lor
"one brief shining moment")
understood that the message is
more important than the messenger. The issues we raise"
are much more important than
winning or losing. I "feel" that I
must, (that we all must) continue to address the "quality of
life" here at BGSU.
I "think" that the election is
over and we have a new student
body president truly elected by a
mandate, not by a contested six
or nine votes. I "think" that all
of us need to protect that mandate and give him the power he
needs by backing him to the
fullest measure of our abilities!
I "think" that Mr. Peterson's integrity is beyond question and I
stand ready to help him and so
our University and community

Political ideology not
identifiable by dress
I would like to applaud the BG
News on their endorsement of
Craig Taliaferro, "The Logical
Alternative," for Undergraduate Student Government president. It seems that the liberals
at the BG News really did their
homework on this one. I especially liked the new definition of
'non-traditional student.' I guess
those of us here at Bowling
Green better grab our Uzis and
ski-masks if we wish to continue
as non-traditional students.
Of course, I guess the BG
News was correct on one count.
Craig Taliaferro would be a
"fresh alternative." as how
many other universities can say
"Yeah, our new student
government president is so cool.
And what an outstanding record! What do you think, Mugsy? It was so kick-&!#when he
told President Olscamp that if
he didn't put up the Peace Pole,
he'd soon he sleeping with the fishes!"
Another good aspect of Craig
Taliaferro, according to the BG
News, is that he has "lived and
worked in the real world and can
bring (his) experience to the job
as president..." If this is the
case, then it looks like BGSU
will never have money problems. In fact, we can divest of
our shares in South Africa, and
reinvest them in some place
much more profitable. Say, perhaps, Columbia?
And last, but not least, it was
refreshing to see how the BG
News classifies liberals and
conservatives. "The two also
represent a wide variety of student views, with Taliaferro as a
sweatshirt-sporting 'liberal'
and Fitzgibbons as a tie-wearing
'conservative.'"
If one can determine the political or ideological aspirations of
a candidate by the way he or she
dresses, I have only one question: what the hell is Paul Simon, liberal, conservative, or
Orvllle Redenbacher's stunt
double?
RikkRambo
Independent
Phi Kappa Psi Room 301

alone, there are more than 200
poles at town halls, churches,
schools and other state universities.
Instead, today we present you
with petitions containing the
names of over 1,300 people who
support the permanent placement of the Peace Pole on campus. The people include conservatives and liberals, Peace Coalition members and ROTC students, traditional and nontraditional undergraduates and
graduates, and hundreds of supposedly apathetic students. Despite their many differences,
these people can agree on the
idea ofpeace.
Ashe! Bryan, the president of
the BGSU Foundation, signed.
So did David Robinson, Undergraduate Student Government
president. Professors, classified
and administrative staff,
fraternity men, sorority women,
and even Freddie and Frieda
Falcon signed the pole.
These people do not see the
pole as representing a cause.
Rather, they see it as what we
intended it to be: an attractive,
simple gift which would make a
nice addition to campus.
Members of dozens of student
organizations have signed the
Peace Pole petition — none of
these people had plans in their
groups to make similar dona-

tions to the University. So rest
assured, should you decide to
accept the Pole, you won't be
overwhelmed by organizations
wishing to give guts which
would alter the architectural
appearance of campus.
Months before we ordered the
Pole, we discussed it with adminstrators who, we were told,
were the proper people with
whom to talk. We received their
enthusiastic support and, after
we helped them choose an appropriate spot for the Pole on
campus, they told us all we
needed was the approval of the
president's office.
As you know, you rejected the
gift. In addition to your argument about setting a precedent,
you said we did not adhere to the
gift-giving policy and, in fact,
had not received the approval of
the administrators with whom
we had met. No one in your office, however, was able to tell us
who we should talk to or what
those proper procedures are.
When the BG News published
an article on the proper procedures, we began anew our attempts to follow them and, after
winding our way through a bureaucratic maze, ended up with
Dr. Michael Marsden, chair of
the Image Committee. He invited us to the next committee

meeting where, among other
things, they would be discussing
formulating a policy on gifts to
the University, which would
alter its architectural appearance.
Since one of the reasons you
refused the Peace Pole was because you said we did not follow
proper procedures, perhaps you
are as surprised as we were to
learn that no such process
exists.
Dr. Marsden also explained
that the Image Committeee advises Dr. Dwight Burlingame
who reports to the Administrative Council which consists of
you and the University vice
presidents.
We leave it to you, Dr. Olscamp. Unifying Ohio for Peace
Week is May 1 to May 7. It feautures events and programs that
— like the Peace Pole — go
beyond the politics of peace. We
would be pleased to have you
preside at a ceremony that week
dedicating the University's
Peace Pole at the Prout Chapel
location or another location on
campus you may prefer. We
look forward to your reply.
Dods, a graduate student in
political science from Toledo, is
a member of the Peace Coalition.
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Pact study scheduled
Antarctic ship zones, minerals in high demand
—;

*
by Tim Baker
staff reporter

Many people view the Antarctic as a barren piece of rock and
ice; however, it will soon be the
center of international debate,
according to a University associate professor of international
relations.
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Tsuneo Akaha said the attention will be over the fact that the
Antarctic Treaty will be reviewed by 1991 and not that the
ozone, a vital piece of stratosphere, has depleted over the region.
The treaty was signed in 1959
by the United Kingdom, New
Zealand, Norway, France, Chile
and Argentina because these,
and other nations, had conflicting claims on the land, he said.
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BG News/Pat Mingarelli

Ms. Bronze

Lori Krafter. junior interpersonal communications major, carries the 1988 Ms. Bronze trophy she won
Saturday night at a pageant held in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the Union. The pageant was sponsored
by Phi Beta Sigma.

Japan, West Germany, the
Soviet Union and the United
States did not sign the treaty or
recognize the standing claims to

the land because of conflicting
interests, Akaha said.
"The United States and the
Soviet Union didn't sign the
treaty because it was based on
principles which would hurt
them, Akaha said.
These principles are the sector and triangle theories which,
Akaha said, are common in international law.
Akaha said these treaties
state that countries surrounding
the two poles can claim land and
navigation rights in the triangle
formed from that country's west
coast to its east coast to the
center of the pole.
Had the United States and the
U.S.S.R. signed the Antarctic
Treaty, they would have lost any
claims they might have had to
either of the poles because of
their location, according to
Akaha.

"International Law is there,
but it's not there," he said in regards to its ambiguities.
Why, now in the space age, is
everyone fighting over this 'frozen desert" with a population of
about 500? It is speculated that
the Antarctic is rich in ores,
minerals, oil, coal and seafood,
Akaha said.
By the years 2030 or 2040, the
world will be desperate enough
for these natural resources that
countries will colonize Antarctica to mine its resources, he
said.

He said most nations use any
international law which most
benefits them.
s

Besides the resources of the
continent, Akaha said the naviSation rights through the Anirctic straits are in demand.
This is due to the instability in
the Persian Gulf and Panama
Canal areas, he said. If either of
these two close or become inaccessible to a nation, the Antarctic straits will be essential to
avoid over-land shipping, which
is exorbitantly expensive.

Computer use assessed
The council received 269 responses to the second
survey, though 3,000 questionnaires were mailed to
undergraduate students.
"It really is a shame because we're trying to get
information to help (students)," Johnson said.

by Barb Weadock
staff reporter

Although they are used less than one hour per
week by a majority of students, computers are
mainly resources for book searches at libraries,
periodical index searching and word processing,
according to a survey conducted by the University
Computing Council.

The survey also asked students to estimate thenfuture computer needs.
Word processing with microcomputers was estimated to be the number-one need for students.

"The purpose of the March 1988 survey was to
find out what the current uses and future needs of
students are," Roy Johnson said. He is a member
of the council and an assistant professor in the
School of Health and Physical Education Recreation.
The survey was the second distributed by the
council this semester. The first was not completed
due to low response, Johnson said.

The council asked students if they would be interested in the possibility of renting computers and
printers.
"Given the fact that students are interested in
microcomputers, we are running out of lab space,
I'd say it is a viable option and it is something we
are looking at in addition to creating more
labs,"Johnson said.
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Ellis named 'Alum of Year'
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

Due to his many contributions
to the College of Education and
Allied Professions during his
30-year career, a deputy superintendent of the Toledo Public
Schools was named University
"Alum of the Year."
"It was unexpected." said
Crystal "Boo" Ems, recipient of
the award Sunday.
After reviewing 17 nominees,
the Alumni Relations Committee, the committee in charge of
selecting its winner, chose Ellis
"on first ballot," said Marilyn
Braatz, publications specialist
in Education.

BG News/Paul Vernon

Crystal Ellis
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HOWARD'S^ *

According to Braatz, the
committee advertises for nominations. Students and faculty
submit their choices with letters
and articles to encourage the
committee to give the award to
its favorite alumni.
"Some outstanding people
were nominated this year; the
largest (number of nominees)
we've had," Braatz said.
However, the choice was not
hard to make, she said.
In addition to earning both his
bachelor's and master's degrees
from the University, Ellis has

No Cover

Meter expiration
inspires project

won several awards during his
time spent here as a student.
In the 1950s, Ellis won the
Most Valuable Player award for
his team spirit on the basketball
team. He was also team captain
and went on to be inducted into
the University's Athletic Hall of
Fame in 1971. Later, in 1985, he
received the Special Recognition Award from the BGSU Varsity Club.
After graduating in 1957, he
took a job in a range of administrative posts at the Toledo
YMCA. He stayed there until, in
1969, he was offered a job as a
teacher and coach at Libbey
High School.
He has been holding his present position at Toledo Public
Schools since 1984.
"I have a caring feeling for
people...I try to help them," he

by Pamela Monastra
staff reporter

If you receive a note on your car today, do not be alarmed —
it is a "Charitable Violation."
Delta Tau Delta has incorporated a new project, "Charitable
Violations — The Delta Effect," to be involved during Greek
Week.
Sean Hardy, special projects chairman for the Delts and
president of Interfratemity Council, said the project is designed to help others.
'In short, the Brothers are extending the time limit on expired meters in hopes that the individuals we help will help
others," he said.
The protect is scheduled for today and a rain date for Friday.
It will effect everybody who parks in a metered spot on campus, Hardy said.
"When a meter expires one of the chapter members will
place a nickel in the meter extending the tune another twenty
minutes," Hardy said.
"What the hopes of our chapter is that these individuals will
take the two dollars that they would have paid for the parking
violation and donate it to their favorite charity," he said.
In order to remind the persons receiving this extra 20
minutes, a note will be left on the windshields of the cars.
Hardy said the idea is' '40-fold" to the charities.
Not only will the campus parker benefit from not receiving a
parking violation, but the local charities will also benefit from
the money received, he said.
"Delta Tau Delta is helping fellow students by indirectly
helping charities within the area," Hardy said.

The alumni award was given
to Ellis at the University's
"Spring Convocation" Sunday in
Jenson Auditorium. Also, more
than 50 scholarships will be given to promising education
majors.
"I'm a result of Bowling
Green when I was a student
there. Our responsibility as
adults is to help you...it's a
commitment to help you as they
helped us," Ellis said.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT

CAR CARE CENTER
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Engine Tune-up
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6 cylinder 45.95
8 cylinder 49.95
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additional parts extra
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A dellthl/ul comedy ahoui goulp. gamei 4 love
by Kkhard Rrmtlry Sheridan

April 21, 22, 23, 24* 25, 26
8:00 p.m.

Egner Theatre

'The April 24 performance will be held a 6 p.m.

Adults - $5.00
Senior Citizens/Children - $2.00
FC Community - Free
Telephone 424-4531 for reservations
Directed by
BARRY ALEXANDER

Designed by
GARRY CHOPCIAS
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Cults spark inquiry
Knowledge of groups benefit professionals
by Any Cola
reporter
General awareness about cults and occult
practices Is beneficial for some professionals,
especially law enforcement officials, according
to a criminal Justice consultant for the Ohio Department of Liquor Control.
Robert Vanderhorst, a 14-year police veteran,
spoke Tuesday to a group of about 25 students at
the Honors Student Center concerning the problems of cults and cult activities.
Vanderhorst, who has been studying different
aspects of cults and occult practices for the past
six years, teaches course* on these practices to
i and professionals around the counsaid he believes individuals in professional fields should have some awareness of
these practices.
"I had an interest fin cult practices) to begin
with. Being a policeman and seeing different
mind control groups made me feel mere was a
real need for something like this in law enforcement," he said.
"I think the police community as a whole is
very ignorant to this stuff."
The law enforcement officials are not the only
ones being instructed on the topic of cult activi-

ty, however.
"We work with religious groups and mental
health officials as well," Vanderhorst said.
Besides being an instructor. Vanderhorst said
he is involved with the Investigations themselves.
"One of the main reasons I am involved in the
investigations is that I dont like seeing the kids
abusedtbe way they are," he said.
Vanderhorst, who specializes in satanism and
witchcraft. Is familiar with possibility of child
abuse within the cults.
He said infant sacrifices are a possiblity in
some satanic groups.
Though suspicions, such as human sacrifice,
are common to investigators, it is difficult for
tbem to convict anyone of any crime.
"These destructive groups are like mafia —
they do not talk," Vanderhorst said. "Moat of
the individuals are born into the cult The
members use mind control and threats to these
people so they do not talk and expose the
group," he added.
The problem with these satanic groups is not
focused in one part of the world.
They are prevalent in all 50 states, with Ohio
having the third largest amount of these
groups, Vanderhorst said.

KIDS

A PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAM
SPONSORED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF
SHOPPINC CENTERS

KIDS lLKN'm-'UfllUJ

Expires 4 30-88

Shipping executives, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, said the French warship
spotted three mines in an area of
the central gulf previously believed mine-free. No details
were available.
After midmorning distress
signals from two tankers entering the narrow Strait of Hormuz,
the southern gateway to the gulf.

• Ride Safely, Wear a helmet •
10% off any Helmet in stock
and
Free Helmet Cover
Offer Good Thru Sat. April 23rd

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA
^T^Y,.

IRNA also said an American
attack Monday on the patrol
boat Joshan killed 15 crew
members and injured 29.
In Monday's operations, U.S.
Navy forces destroyed two offshore Iranian oil platforms in
the southern Gulf, then sank the
Joshan, disabled two frigates
and sank or damaged three attack boats.
Iran attacked neutral commercial ships after the raid on
the platform, which were in retaliation for a mine that damaged the frigate USS Samuel
B. Roberts last week and wounded 10 crewmen.
Tehran radio said Tuesday the
Swiss ambassador, who represents American interests in
Iran, was summoned to the Foreign Ministry and "given a written warning in regard to America's aggressive attacks." It said
the note "emphasized that Iran
will retaliate.

It's National Bike Safety Week
April 17-23

BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

Free Delivery

□ Continued from page 1.

BBSS

352-5166

4:00 p.m.
Not valid with any other off»r

EFFECTIVE
DATES:
APRIL 18
THRU
APRIL 50, 1988

CORNER OF CLOUGH & MERCER (BEHIND WENDY'S)

Rental office located at Amherst Village
1520 Clough (behind Wendy's)
352-0164

We're shooting for a sales record, but need
your help to do it. Help us, and we'll help you.
Fill out the attached coupon and return it to The KEY. Write your organization
on the order so we may validate it.
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Any registered campus organization with 20 or
more members (greeks, protessional, honorary) is
eligible to receive a $200 contribution. Simply
have the most new sales of 1988 KEYs (percentagewise) among your membership by April 29 to win.
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Help The KEY Set
A Record And We'll
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Favorite Charity
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The focus on personalities instead of political issues is partly"
attributable to the influence of
television, Fisher said.
"As people grow up, they become satisfied with the little,
snippets centered around per-'
sonalities instead of really understanding things in-depth," he'
said. Consequently, "we lack the
broader understanding of the
whole picture."

MIX or MATCH

Call for an appointment!

Soc. Sec. No

Fisher said television can also
contribute to the skeptical view
of politics and politicians.
The reporters on '60 Minutes'
are viewed in the minds of a lot
of people as being cynical or
doubtful about anything," he
said.
Despite the influence of parents and television in the development of a person's political
values, Americans are basically
non-ideological, McQuarie said.
"We tend to absorb the dominant conservative ideology,
which is pro-capitalist and anticommunist, but we're very
unaware of that," he said.
"When we evaluate politicians,
we don't really think of them in

WATER
ADDED

• ln-house laundry centers
•Plenty of storage area
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

r Name

ideological terms — either left
or right. We tend to respond
more to politicians as individuals."

D Continued from page 1.

131. West Wooster ^^352-6264

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
• Rent includes gas heat
•Spacious 2 bdrm, apts. furnished
•Fast, dependable 24 hr. maintenance

Politics

WE ACCEPT
FOOD STAMPS
WE SELL
MONEY ORDERS.
•
OPEN
24 HOURS
MOST STORES
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Applications Are Now
Being Accepted for
BG News Summer '88
Staff Positions
Apply by 5p.m. Friday,
April 29th
214 West Hall
.

"FACING TOMORROW"

'Ivan' ruling debated
JERUSALEM (AP) — A death camp survivor
said Tuesday that the conviction of John Demjaniuk for Nazi war crimes avenged millions of Jews
killed in the Holocaust, but Demjaniuk's family
contended he was the victim of biased judges.
"This verdict is revenge for all those who did not
survive," Pinchas Epstein told Israel radio.
Epstein had testified during the 14-month trial
that he recognized the retired Ohio autoworker as
"Ivan the Terrible," the nickname used by
prisoners at Treblinka death camp for one of their
guards.
Demjanjuk's son, John, condemned the verdict
as "ludicrously sweeping" and said it resulted
from "judges who lost their impartiality."

"Five, Id, IS years from now, when people look
back at this trial, John Demjanjuk is going to be
remembered as the victim," his son said.
Israeli officials applauded the conviction Tuesday, and Justice Minister Avraham Sharir called
for the death penalty. Demjanjuk is to be sentenced next Monday.
Demjanjuk, of suburban Cleveland, was convicted of operating gas chambers that killed 850,000
Jews at Treblinka in Nazi-occupied Poland in 1942
and 1943. In a 450-page decision, the judges rejected all defense arguments.
The Ukrainian-bom Demjanjuk, 68, has maintained he is a victim of mistaken identity and was
a Nazi prisoner of war. He said he was not at Treblinka.

Dukakis
wins NY
handily
NEW YORK (AP) - Michael
Dukakis scored a convincing
victory over Jesse Jackson in
the New York primary Tuesday
night as he bid for control over
the Democratic presidential
race.
"I love New York," Dukakis
said in a victory statement preSired for a hotel rally in midwn Manhattan. "Friends, if
we can make it here we can
make it anywhere."
Sen. Albert Gore Jr. was running a weak third and seemed
likely to quit the race later in the
week. He planned an announcement for Thursday.
With 40 percent of the precincts reporting, Dukakis had 62
S;rcent to Jackson's 23 percent,
ore had 12 percent.

Tornado takes 4 lives
Twelve injured in north Florida twister
MADISON, Fla. (AP) - A
tornado blasted through a north
Florida town before dawn Tuesday, destroying homes and a library, blowing off rooftops, flipping cars and leaving at least
Four people dead and 12 injured,
officials said.
The tornado touched down at

4:30 a.m. just west of Madison,
about 50 miles east of Tallahassee, and cut a 12-mile swath of
destruction, authorities said.
"I've been here 32 years and
I've never seen anything like
this," said Madison County
Sheriff Joe Peavy. "This is the
first tornado that has hit Ma-

A FILM ABOUT
THE LARGEST GATHERING OF WOMEN IN
HISTORY
DIRECTED AND PRODUCED BY INGE LANGEN

dison that I can recall."
At least four people were
killed north of town and at least
a dozen people with injuries
were at Madison Memorial Hospital, said Peavy.
"We've got some people now
we can't account tor. We're
more or less checking the houses
now," Peavy said.
The tornado was part of a
storm system that struck across
the Southeast with high winds
and hail. Trees, roofs and mobile homes were damaged, and
at least three other injuries were
reported.
Madison, a town of about 3,500
people, is the county seat of Madison County, a thinly populated
tobacco growing area of piney
woods, rolling hills and swamps
on the border with Georgia.

asy Owl says °
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RESUMES
$14.95

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20, 1988
400 MOSELEY HALL
7:30 p.m.

Get a resume that can do the job! With
Kinko's Laser Typesetting service, you get
Professional results and save money, too!

SPONSORED BY WOMEN FOR WOMEN

/F

kinkcs
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dexter's)

354-3977

EARTH DAY 1988
"CELEBRATE YOUR EARTH"
Wednesday. April 20 in the Union Oval
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
CELEBRATE EARTH DAY WITH:
American Lung Association
Audubon Society, Maumee Chapter
Bowling Green J.C.'s Recycling Center
Bowling Green Office of Litter Control
BGSU Center for Environmental Studies
BGSU Dept. of Biological Science, Field
Excursions
BGSU Environmental Interest Group
BGSU Recycling Project
Greenpeace
Hancock County Park District
The Kruncher Game
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Litter Prevention & Recycling
Division of Natural Areas & Preserves
Ohio Environmental Council, Inc.
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency,
Northwest District
Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge
The Peace Coalition
The Sierra Club, Western Lake Erie Chapt.
Toledo Edison
Toledo Environmental Services
Toledo Metroparks, Wildwood Preserves
Wood County Humane Society
Wood County Park District
Earth Day activities are sponsored by
the Environmental Interest Group
and the Center for Environmental
Studies.

memo's Pizzos

AA

ACTIVITIES WILL INCLUDE
•7:30 p.m. - 'The Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge at Risk" - A multimedia slide presentation by mountaineer
Jonathan Waterman in 121 West Hall.
An assistant editor of "Climbing" magazine and a former mountaineering and
climbing ranger in Denali and Rocky
Mountain National Parks, he is the recipient of the National Park Service Special
Achievement Award for his rescue evacuation and medical aid work with climbers.
(Meet Mr. Waterman from 3:30- 5
p.m. at 127 Hayes Hall.)
• Sign the petition to preserve the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge!
• Noon - Bowling Green Mayor Ed
Miller will issue a proclamation in support of Earth Day.

■FREE!.

FREE!
Free Extra Thick Crust
Free Extra Sauce

Fast, Free Delivery

Just Ask!

1045 N. Main B.G.
Save $$

1

1 Medium
75
Pizza
*3.
with 100% real dairy cheeses)

• Can Kruncher Competition - Open
to all. Points awarded for total compaction and "style".

0NLY

• No Olh«« Coupon W.lh Tri.t 0»«'

• Additional items for 75' only
M« 1 SO

I—-• Recyclathon - BGSU CAN RECYCLE
containers will be available for donations
of aluminum cans for recycling. Donations go towards the establishment of a
BGSU Recycling Scholarship.

353-0044

Save $$

HLarge
■Pizza

,

—i
ONLY

(w/ cheese & any 1 item)

$5.00

• No Oir... "-•ioon Wim Trin o««*
• Additional items (or 76' only
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Falcons sweep doubleheader from KSCI
Conference record even
after 3-1, 12-10 victories
by Andy Woodard

assislanl sports editor

Bowling Green sophomore shortstop Shawn Gillenwater avoids Kent
State designated hitter Joe Blasiole while attempting to turn a doubleplay. Gillenwater's throw handcuffed first baseman Kyle Hockman and

BG News/Rob Upton
Gillenwater was charged with an error. The Falcons did win the game,
12-10. and with the 3-1 victory in game one. BG evened Its MAC record at
4-4.

Gillenwater confident at shortstop
by Andy Woodard

assistant sports editor
Everyone knows of the hitting
and run production of Bowling
Green outfielders Kevin Ward
and Chris Carden. But little has
been said of who has scored
many of those tallies.
Enter shortstop Shawn Gillenwater.
Since moving to the leadoff

position 17 games ago, the sophomore has nit .362 while scoring
12 runs. He has hits in 13 of those
contests.
"I'm a lot more confident as a
leadoff hitter," Gillenwater
said. "I'm seeing the ball real
well and hitting itbetter."
Falcon head coach Ed Platzer
said he has been pleased with
Gillenwater's feats.
"He's been getting on base regularly, whether it be by walk or

hit," Platzer said. "But right
now he's putting the bat on the
ball."
Gillenwater did his job in
Tuesday afternoon's sweep of
Kent State. The Canal
Winchester native went 4-for-5
with a double, scoring two runs.
"I felt good hitting the ball today," he said. "I've been averaging about two hits per
doubleheader."
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Overshawdowed by GillenSee Gilly, page 8.

Bowling Green's baseball
team is the owner of something
they have not had since midseason of 1986 — a four-game
winning streak in Mid-American
Conference play.
The Falcons, who swept a
doubleheader from Ohio University Saturday, did the same
to Kent State Tuesday afternoon
to even their MAC record at 4-4,
and improve to 16-15-1 overall.
"We nave a lot of confidence
right now," shortstop Shawn
Gillenwater said.
After winning game one 3-1
behind lefthander Scott Taylor's
five-hitter, BG needed some
clutch relief pitching to take the
nightcap.
Eric Moraw, who won Saturday's second game against the
Bobcats in relief, struck out the
lone batter his faced, KSU pinch
hitter Brian Brant, with runners
on first and second to earn his
second save of the season.
"He (Moraw) threw a great
change-up on a 3-2 pitch, BG
head coach Ed Platzer said. "He
did a good job."
The Falcons entered the top of
the seventh leading 12-7 score.
But KSU scored on a two-run
homer by first baseman Mike
Bishop — his second roundtripper of the game — and shortstop Bill Noveske drove in another run with a single to pull the

Golden Flashes within two.
All four runs were charged to
Todd Repp, who relieved starter
John Salter (4-1) in the sixth inning.
Relief ace Vince Metzger took
over for Repp. After Metzger
recorded an out, he surrendered
a hit and hit a batter. Platzer
then replaced him with Moraw,
who recorded the strike out.
"We've had trouble hitting the
ball with men on base all year,"
Flashes' head coach Danny Hall
said. "It's continuing to be a
problem for us."
BG took an early 5-0 lead after
the second inning behind catcher Mike Hayes' three-run
home run and leftfielder Chris
Carden's two-run double.
KSU scored single runs in the
third and fourth, but the Falcons
erupted for six runs in the fourth
inning to take a 11-2 lead.
Designated hitter Greg Lashuk started the scoring with a
three-run double. After centerfielder Chris Welch's RBI
double, third baseman Paul
Thatcher plated two runs with a
double.
"We had some good hitting today," said Platzer, whose team
pounded out 15 hits compared to
KSU'sl2.
The first game was just the
opposite as the teams' combined
D See Sweep, page 8,

BGSU: This one's for
- Downtown B.G. Thursday, April 21
It's the Downtown Business Association's

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 WITH

COLLEGE
NIGHT

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. • Rental Office

fl

Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378

9:00-4:30

Monday

Friday

featuring
loads of bargains, sale items
and

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
Features
HAVEN HOUSE
2
bedroom
-11/2
baths
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
Furnished - wall to wall carpeting
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
Extra large closets - linen closet
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
Gas heat and cooking
6TH AND 7TH
Laundry areas in each building
707 SIXTH ST.
Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior
818 SEVENTH ST.
ASK ABOUT OUR NEW APARTMENTS ON MERCER ROAD

ENTERTAINMENT sponsored by ^
Jazz
"Shoes for Industry"
6-8 p.m.
Uhlman's Rear Entrance

Rock
"Space Mice"
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Huntington Bank Courtyard

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A facility that features the following:

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
^y::*!^

lAmore
Italiano
t Big Boy!
(^ull love Italian at Big B^!)
America loves
its Big Boy

Veal Parmigiana
Tempting breaded veal, topped with tangy
meat sauce and mozzarella cheese. Served
with Italian style spaghetti, cole slaw and
dinner roll.

M

Chicken Parmigiana

The JCPenney Styling
SALON
EXCLUSIVELY
FOR YOU!'

AT WOODLAND MALL
SHOW YOUR B.G.S.U. I.D.
& RECEIVE

$ 2.000FF Full Service
Haircut
$5 .OO OFF Any Color or
Permanent Wave
PLUS
FREE HAIR CONSULTATION
WITH EVERY VISIT
CALL NOW FOR YOUR
APPOINTMENT
354-0940 OR 354-1077 EXT. 205
HOURS: M-F 8:30-8:30
SAT 8:30-8:00
SUN 12:00-4:00

$4.75

• Spaghetti Parmigiana $3.45
• Shrimp Alfredo
$4.25
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BG takes two from Toledo
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter

Bowling Green's Cindi Williams is out at third during Tuesday's second win.

Check out our wide seating
and stereo sound

Sweep
D Continued from page 7.
forjust 12 hits.
Trie story was Taylor (3-2),
who went the distance for his

ELECT

LOSEY

1ULOXI
SHOWS AT 7:15 &9:15

SHERIFF
Political Advfrtuonent
Elm Lac? Shcnff Cooim. LSon
18746 North. TofiloRipy. 0

BG News/Mark Thalman

fourth complete game. He allowed one earned run on five
hits, while walking two and
striking out two.
"Taylor just threw an outstanding game," Hall said.
"He's quite a pitcher."
BG scored all of its runs off
starter Kevin Hoffman (1-3).
Rightfielder Kevin Ward
knocked in a run in the second
with a single, and plated another
in the fifth on a double.
Carden scored an unearned
run in the sixth on third baseman Mike Ribar's error.
The Falcons travel to Eastern
Michigan Friday and Saturday
for a pair of 1 p.m.
doubleheaders.

The Bowling Green women's
softball team won a pair of important Mid-American Conference games against visiting
arch-rival Toledo Tuesday, but a
key factor in the sweep may be
vital down the stretch.
BG proved to themselves they
can come from behind to win.
Earlier in the season, the 3-1
deficit the Falcons faced in the
sixth inning of Tuesday's first
game most likely would have
stayed that way. But this time
BG did not fold as they posted a
four run sixth inning which
proved to be enough for a 5-3 victory. The Falcons then diffused
the Rockets in the nightcap, 3-1,
to sweep the doubleheader.
"Earlier in the year, those two
runs we gave up early in the first
game would nave been a big
Sroblem," Falcon head coach
ail Davenport said. "Now we
don't put as much pressure on
ourselves. We know if we make
a few mistakes, we still can win
the game."
A pair of sophomores battled
in the first game of the twin-bill.
Falcon Lisa Hufford went the
distance as she scattered four
hits and gave up single runs in
the third, fourth, and fifth innings. UT's Patty Barrett stymied the Falcons for five innings until disaster struck in the

Gilly
O Continued from page 7.
water's hitting has been his
steady defense.
However, in the nightcap
Tuesday, Gillenwater did something out of the usual — he made
two errors.
The first came while trying to
complete a doubleplay to first

All-American Again
We're pleased to inform
our readers that
WEDNESDAY - COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
(free admission with valid I.D.)
THURSDAY - LADIES NIGHT OUT
All-Male Review Featuring Touch of Class
DOORS OPEN
7:00

SHOWTIME
8:00

ADMISSION
$3.00

Men in at 9:30 - LADIES FREE!

THE FUNDRINKERY

The BG News

C. William*

Llenhardt

Wendy Oehler to make it 5-3.
Knaggs then retired Brenda Billow and Vanessa Matheson to
end the rally.
Hufford set the Rockets down
in the top of the seventh to earn
her seventh victory of the year
against sixth losses.
"The key today was that we
kept our intensity level up,"
Lienhardt said. "The sixth inning of the first game definetely
set the tone for the rest of the
day."

sixth.
The inning started when
centerfielder Amy Lienhardt
drew a walk. Kim Still then
lay ed down a perfect bunt which
she legged out for an infield hit.
Sophomore Michelle Clagett
moved Lienhardt and Still up a
base with a sacrifice bunt and
the Falcons were set for the kill.
The next batter, Edith Campbell, bounced to Rocket thirdbasercan Kathy Burlington.
Burlington alerltly looked Lienhardt back to third base, but
threw the ball in the dirt to firstbasemen Rhonda King. The ball
Eot under King's glove and
ienhardt scored as all hands
were safe.
With the score 3-2, a pair of
Williams' Cindi and Lisa, came
through for the Falcons with
back-to-back RBI singles to give
BG a 4-3 lead.
Toledo head coach Cheryl
Sprangel then opted to bring
Tina Knaggs into pitch against
Kris Rossi. Rossi welcomed
Knaggs with a first pitch single
to right, scoring pinch-runner

The Rockets scored their lone
run in the third and the game
turned into a tight pitchers dual.
Sheila Milner was the tough-luck
loser for UT as she gave up an
just two runs and six hits in six
innings of work.
BG continues its homestand
today, hosting the Big Ten's
Ohio State Buckeyes in a
doubleheader starting at 3 p.m.

baseman Kyle Hockman.
"He (Hockman) told me after
the inning that the throw handcuffed him," Gillenwater said.
"It hit off bis glove. That's a
tough error."
"That was very unusual,"
Platzer said of the errors. "He's
been really consistent."
Gillenwater is the type of

Elayer who likes to get dirty as
e is not afraid to slide head
first.
"Hustle makes things happen
on the field," Gillenwater said.
"If the other team makes a mistake, I have to take advantage of
it."
Just like his teammates take
advantage of him being on base.

The Falcons sent senior Vicki
Miwa to the mound in game two.
Miwa, coming off of a no-hitter
over the weekend, was almost as
impressive against the Rockets
as she gave up just three hits in
going the distance to raise her
record to 6-8.
The Falcons scored in the first
when Clagget singled to right to
score Leinhardt, who had lead
the inning off with a walk. BG
struck for another run, ultimately the game-winner, in the
second.

Attention!!
Graphic Arts and VCT majors
Student Publications is now interviewing for
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT positions for Fall 1988.
Interested parties may apply at Student Employment,
460 Student Services Building.

Salads:

Soups:

Snacks:

Subs:

has been awarded,
for the third time in as many years,
a Five Star All-American rating
by the Associated Collegiate Press.
The distinction
was for efforts Fall semester.

382-1386
(8LENBYRNE CENTER)

GRAB UP OUR
CHOICE SUMMER
RENTALS!
•
•
•
•

E. Merry Apts.
Frazee Apts.
Field Manor
Ridge Manor

Plus many other locations
to suit your every need!

GREENBRIAR

INC.

Offering you the best
in summer housing.
355-0717 224 E. Wooster

PLEASE SUPPORT
THE WOOD COUNT\
PARKS LEVY

MAY 3

FAID FOB IV WOOD COUKTY FAUX L*Vf COMMITT
■LIZAMTTH Cl»w» TUAJUM*
SO WILLOW LAN1 FIMYSBUIG, OIDO 4)351

JOSTENS
Date April 21-22-25 TlfW!: 10 a.m. • 3 p.m. teDos.tRcQu.red: $15.00
P)ace University Bookstore S.S. Bldg.
Mwt «*h your Jmmr* mn
f for U dCUH S«e our u*i%Mr mg wwton on <*c*ty fi *x# cofcgt DooKUore
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Netters dump WSG
by John Henderson

sports reporter
Heading into the last stretch of Mid-American Conference play,
Bowling Green men's tennis coach Bob Gill knew his team needed
some big wins in order to get on a roll. The Falcons delivered what
their coach wanted Tuesday with a solid 9-0 thrashing of Wayne
State at Keefe Courts.
"I had seen their results with Toledo, so I knew that they were
hurting," said Gill. "Their number one player underwent knee surgery and two others in their top four were ineligible. Under the circumstances, I expected a victory and would have been disappointed
if we had lost a match."
The Falcons did not disappoint as No. 1 singles player Andy Sallee
defeated Gary Lutes, 6-3,6-3, while No. 2 John Greene downed Leon
Rivera, 6-1, 6-2. No. 3 Mike Hain crushed John Calado, 6-0, 6-1, and
No. 4 Steve Mudre cruised past Cornel Clemens, 6-0,6-1.
No. 5 Doug Dickinson defeated Steve Solano, 6-2, 6-0, while No. 6
Mike Teets beat Ed Holman, 6-2,6-0.
"If I were to single out one player, I'd say Mike Hain played very
well," said Gill. "He's been in and out of our lineup and struggling,
but I was impressed by his workman-like job; he didn't waste any
time."
The doubles matches were just as successful as the No. 1 team of
Sallee and Green downed Lutes and Rivera, 6-1,6-4. No. 2 team Hain
and Teets pounded Calado and Salano, 64.6-2, while No. 3 team Mudre and Dickinson decisioned Clemons and Greg McNeal, 6-1,6-0.
Gill expects more of the same from the Falcons today at 3 p.m. as
theyhost Cleveland State in a make-up match.
"They've had some problems similar to Wayne State, so that
should give some of the reserves more time to see action/' said Gill.
According to Gill, Friday and Saturday's matches at Western Michigan and Eastern Michigan, respectively, will be critical tests that
will determine the success of their MAC season.
"Those two games are must-win situations for us to have a successful MAC year," said Gill. "Right now, I'm cautiously optimistic
about our chances of winning on the road."
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Bowling Green's John Greene returns a volley while playing at No. 2 singles Tuesday at Keefe Courts against Wayne State. Greene crused Leon

Rivera 6-1, 6-2 in the Falcons' 9-0 victory. BG hosts Cleveland State today
at 3 p.m.

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• • Attention Al Education Makxs • •
ACE meeting April 21 al 7 30
In 404 MoeMy ha! The le our FINAL meeting!!
*• Door Prize* "*
Attention liberal! A conservatives t all those
In between who wi ah tor peace:
Meet today at 2:30 PM. Union Oral to lake
PEACE POLE petition! to Presidents Office
IMS Homecoming Banner Conteet applications available at the Mlletl Alumni Center.
Deadline: April 22.
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Slinger's Cale
MonrJay-Wedneeday-Frlday
2-5 PM S3.75
AnO-Reclem-ApertheW. Pro-Dtveetment Baity
tomorrow. 11 30. Union Oval (Ram date •
Mon. Apr! 25) PSO and ekes welcome your
preeence and aupport.
Attend rally lor drveetrnent end against racism,
apartheid Thura Apr 21. I I 30 AM Union
Oval (Ram Dale Mon Apr 25| Sponeored by
PSO and sees
ATTENTION WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
MEMBERS
Meeting at 8 00 Wednesday
Aprs 2Qth in tlvs West HelCfJflMtom.
BREATHALYZER TEST
Sponsored by BG Ponce
Wednesday Aprs 20th 5:30 PM
Conklln Main L
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon -Fn 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE
Divest now' Fight reoenvapertheld' RaHy Thura
Apr) 21, 11 30 AM. Unkm Oval. (Rain dale
Mon. Apr! 26). Hew speakers' Bring a Iriendposter. PSOandaBsa eatooma youf
International Rotations Organization
wl holding Its Anal meeting this school year to
select officers for next year The meeting wil
be held Apr! 21st at 7:30 PM In room 203
Hayea Hal. Anyone misrseled pliasa come

"FACING TOMORROW"
• dm on me UN Decade
tor Women
7:10 PM Wed. April 20
SOOMoeeley

PERSONALS

Having a party? Cal Pbenedetto'a

LOST & FOUND
$100 to the person who relume my leather
jacket which waa taken from the Tech Building
on Wednesday April 13 No questions asked. I
jus! want it back Cal Jim al 353-1229
LOST: A disk camera from Campus Manor apt.
a-6 Friday night at after-hours If you want a
da* camera that Party. KEEP IT! BUI PLEASE
return the Mm1 The memories mean a lot1 Either
cal 352-4532 (NO questions asked) or drop
oft In OCMB 0532 THANK VOU"

Sub-Me-Oulck lor your party
Subs and Salads

352-4883

'"DELTAZETA"*
GREEK WEEK 'II
■ • • DELTA ZETA ■ ■ ■

LOST Black BOSU case with 2 college IDs. 1
driver's ecenee and 1 Owl Card If lound plasai
cal Uea 372-1125 REWARD!
LOST: Brown puppy, blue bandana, around N
Man area Cal 353 3429
LOST DRIVERS LICENSE NEED RETURNED
FOR COURT 823-3325 TM BARR
LOST QOLDRINO
Let! in Ihe lech busdlng Tuesday 4-12 Please
cal KM M 28118 or 3531816 with any nlormeOon!

RIDES
Grad student needs nde to Chicago area the
weekend of Aprs 22 Wssng to share expense*. Pliasi contact Ken 372-2230 before 7
PMen0352-5487 after 7 pm

" "THETA FEST""
They said it couldn't happen Thetaleat 88 Is
coming April 30th
• • •ATTENTION NEW TOUR GUIDES- • •
Remember your MANDATORY MEETTNGthis
week Come and learn al the interesting lacts
and figures that .1 make you e TOUR ittic
Guide You MUSTattend one of the toeowttg
mornings
Wed April 20 3 30-5:30 PM OR
Thura Apr»21 5:00-8:00PM
Both meetings win be held In the McFal Center
Assembly Room See you there!!
"Beta500 •"Beta500"
Hey PI Phia! • get into your cert
"Beta500 •" Beta 500"
So. hay you. yes you-GET OUT OF OUR
WAY'
"EARTH DAY"
Wednesday. April 20 0 am-3 pm Union Oral
-

IMS -EARTH DAY--18SB
Wednesday. April 20 8 affl-3 pm Union Oral
ADR • GREEK WEEK • ADPI
The ADPia aupport GREEK WEEK
GO FOR THE GOLD!

ThetaCH
A Wnning Tradition
Late Spring Rush
Thursday. Aprt 21
Cal lor Rkfea 352-9001

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cale
Monday-Wednesdey-Fridey
2-5 PM $3 75

Thets Chi Late Spring Rush
Thursday. Apr! 21
7:30-8:30

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
ALPHA DELTA PI
Go For The Gold'
Greek Week 1988

Rush Theti Cts
Rush Theta Chi
Rush Theta Chi
Rush Theta Chi
Rush Theta Chi
Rush Theta cm
Rush Theta Cm

Beta 500

24 HOUR
TYPING • WORD PROCESSING
352-1818
A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet all your typing needs
14SS Man 362-6042

PSO and ekes are sponsoring an anti-raciemapartheid, pro-dfvestment rally. Union Oval,
tomorrow, 11 30 AM (Rain date la Mon Apr!
25). Your support Is welcome

Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud lo be pro-choice
Center tor Choice >, Totado.O 266-7758'

Raty ageJnet racism-apartheid and tor dtveetmant. Thura. Apr. 21, Unkm Oval, 11 30 AM to
1 00 PM (Rain date Mon Apr 26) Hear venous
speakers. Bring Mend and or poster PSO and
aBea urge you to Study and Struggle

Typing and Word Processing Over ten years
executive aecretary experience. Call
8743488

STtMEFrSCAFE
t 78 Subs after 10PM
Ul00»>/.

WE REPAIR MOST TYPEWRITERS AND
CALCS LARGE STOCK OF RIBBONS, OFFICE i SCHOOL SUPPLIES AMD OFFICE
MACHINESEVERYTHING REPAIRED ON
PREMISES. OFFICE WORKS-1046 N MAM
352 1920 8ACK OF ACE HOWE

Tom Gorman
The hit of the HSA Fal Coffeehouse ** be giving a one-ntgrit-onty concert
Wednesday. Aprs 20
tromMOPM
In the Honors Center (below Krelacher)
fliaajaaliiri a) Iree-sponeored by the Honors
Studen! Association
HSA-more than meets the eye!

"NEED A CARING RESPONSE
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
CALL
FIUST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
AT364-HOPE
FOR
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT
WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU TVBOUOH"

DELTAZETA
Beta 500
DELTA ZETA

ALPHA PHISKeep the spirit going'
GOFORTHEQOLDIII
Alphs XI Delta - Alpha XI Delta
Beta 600' Bate 500 • Beta 500
Alpha XI Delia ' Alphs XI Dells
Bete 600 ' Beta 600 * Beta 500

'' Bndgetta Hummel''
Good luck In tha Al Star
Softball Game
PI Phis wil be cheering lor you!'
"PI Beta Phi"
Ws would Ike to wish
Miches* Bruno
Carrie Hetet
Paula Marks
me beet ol luck m the
voaeybel tournament'
Have tun"
"SigmaNu' SigmaNu"
Thai week's "brother of the week" award go s
lo the 8 brothers lha! busied their chops al the
ClUBSreRaoeonSeturdayl1

"•wiumar"

AMERICA'STEAM
BETA 500
ATTENTION BETA'S
Tha Alpha CM'a can't wart lor tha great ene-up'
Cook-out Thursday
Happy Hours Friday
Race Saturday
Recover Sunday
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Sign-up In 405 Student Services by Aprt 28

Cleaay vehicles for the 1MI HOMECOMINO
PARADE. It interested, please contact Bob
Hayes at 372-1786 or Doug Chorpenmhg at
372-1685.

SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT

00 DELTA ZETA!

MerkS Kelly. Conductor
Wedneeday. Aprt 20
8.00 PM
KobeckerHel
FREE

IN COOPERATION WITH THE
COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS.

Kinko's is more
than copies!
• Copies

• Binding

• Passport Photos

• Floppy Disks

• Self-Serve Typewriters • Stationery
• Laser Typesetting
• Pick-up & Delivery
• Self or Full Serve Macintosh/Laser Writers

kinko's
113 BK Railroad Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 354-3977

BETA 600
PHIMU
WE'VE GOT THE SPIRIT!

BGSU THEATRE PRESENTS

Man
Of La
Mancha
April 20-23 at 8:00p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University HaH
TICKETS: Adults '5, Students/Sr. Cit. »3
For Reservations, can 372-2719

DZDZDZ
Wa may love turtles
but we will run like rsbbfts
on April 2]
■ate 600
OZ-DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ
Thanks JEANNIE MARIE MCCARTHY
For s terrific Parent's Day'
DZ-DZ-OZ-DZ-OZ

BQ'sown Tom Gorman
LIVE!
Wednesday. April 20
8-10PM
In the Honors Center (below Kretacher)
Adnussionislreei"
Sponsored by the Honors Student Association
HSA-Mora man meets the eye'
Don't miss till!

EARTH DAY MM
Wedneeday, April 20 9 em-3 pm Union Oral

Big Maureen.
Congratulations on your pinning to Rick' You
deserve the best 41 know you've got It' Best of
kick. I Love You'
La" Anne

Gamma Phis
have the leal word m
BETA'"

BiGnndle
JuetKkMng'

Get more out ol your summer fob than fuel a
paycheck! Academic recognition is available at
no charge Cal Coup Office at 372-2451. or
stop by 238 Admm BWg

Brothers ol Slgms Phi Epsaon
The sisters ol Alpha Phi would ska to thankkyou
lor helping with our mock rush' Ws reefy apit1
Brothers ot Sigma Phi EpaUon
Congratulations on wining this year's Delta Ucseon Btte Race, you guys rode a damn good
race!!
-•The Sigma Nus

Alpha Chi Seniors
Make your leal Beta the Beet!
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA
ALPHA PHI
Go For The Gold!
Greek Week 1968

SERVICES OFFERED

■ETA SOO
PHIMU
BETA 500

COLLEGE NK3HT
In
Downtown B.Q.
Thursday. April 21
Don't miss the bargain I
offered to you by Downtown
Bualness Association Merchsnts

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SK> EP BIKE
TEAM!! WE KNEW YOU GUYS COULD DO ITi
-THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon-Frl 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE
DAZE OF ROCK ■ Aprt 24lh
l 5 PM between Student Services » Kreischer
Two Bends-- "Picture Thte" 1 "Spoytd"
DELTA TAU DELTA PLEDGE CLASS
The dinner and party was greet! Thanks!
The '87 Pledge Class ol Kappa Kappa Gamma
DO-BETA DO
"JUST WIN"
DG-BETA-DG
DGDGDGDGDGOGDQDGDGDGDG
JULIE CAMPBELL.
Your S.S. at thinking of you and wishes you el
me beef
UTB.
Your S.S
DGDGDGDGDGDGDGDGDGDGDG

Friday. April 22nd from 8 to 11 PM
"On the Rocks" 0 coming to
Chily's Snack Bar

GOKKGBETA500GOKKG
Good Luck Phi PsTs
FUl's and Kappa's in
Greek Sing 88'
The Kappas
GREG EMLEY
Thanks again lor the fantastic time Friday1
I couldn't heve asked for a more perfect roghli
Michele
HERE COMES AMERICA'S TEAM
INTERESTED IN EL SALVADOR?
KARYN flOTKER
TOLEDO ATTORNEY WILL DISCUSS HER
TRIP
AND THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN EL SALVADOR
THURSDAY. APRIL 21. 1885
POTLUCK BEGINS AT 8 30 PM
DISCUSSION AT 7 30 HELD AT UCF
SPONSORED BY WOMEN FOR WOMEN
AND THE SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE
JAMES THOMAS
HAPPY 1086 DAYS
I'M HAPPY I CALLED YOUI!
ONLY 1480 DAYS LEFT TILL
ALL THE TIME BETSY
KAPPA DELTA
BETA 600
KAPPA DELTA
WE'VE GOT THE SPIRIT
KAPPA DELTA
CAN'T BE BEAT
KAPPA SIGMA
PI KAPPA ALPHA
GoForTheOokll
Greek Week 1888
KAPPA SIGMA

SPEED

Cont. on page 10.

=CHARLESTOWN^
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Classifieds

10 April 20,1988

Cont. from page 9.
KAPPA SIGMA BETA 500
THE DEATH MOBILE
LOOKOUT'"
HERE COMES AMERICA'S TEAM
MEN'S ANO WOMEN'S GOLF (open) ENTRIES
DUE. APRIL 20 BY 4 OOPM IN108SRC
Peace Love Beta 500 Kappe'GPeace Love
Beta 500 Kappa!
Paece Love Beta 500 Kappa1
PHI KAPPA TAU IS PROUD Of ITS NEW ACTIVES AATIVATION IS A PHIVILEQE AND
YOU'VE EARNED IT. CONQRATUL ATIONS!
PI Phi •■ CHARTER MEMBERS •• PI Phi
Founders Day brings
many surprises'

The sisters ol Dana Zeta would Ike to wish al
teama me Oast olivet, during Beta'
Ilm Maugherman
Cong/atuawona on being chosen as Alpha XI
Data 'Dream Boy''
Love, me Alpha Xl'a
TIM PETERSON
CONGRATULATIONS ON WINNING THE USG
PBESIONETIAL ELECTION!1 WERE BEHIND
YOU ALL THE YVAYl
-YOUR SIG EP BROTHERS

RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUI
The Non-Patunoable $25 Rush
Regsslration lee may be paid in
4 25 Student Services
RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOUI
SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS
Please return el pledge cards to MUeti Center
as they are completed.
KEEP UP THE 0000 WORKII
SENIOR CHALLENOE VOLUNTEERS
Please return al pledge cards to Mean Center
as they are completed
KEEP UP THE 0000 WORK!!
StgEp Beta Team
The goal a set-20
Strength ■ vital
Determination is the key
Virtue and dftgenoe a guide
Babel the answer
Motivate towards your goals
The Coaches
STINGER'S CAFE
$79 Subs alter 10 PM
Eal in only
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU would like to
congratulate Use Edrlngton of Kappa Kappa
Gamma on winning our Teddy Bear Rattle and
thank everyone else who donated to me Wood
County Family and Child Abuse Prevention
Center1
THE EXCHANGE:
The Alpha Phis would like to thank you lor the
GREAT time at WaH(H»hll We al had a blast••
you guys are super'
The Kappa's are Dye'n lor Beta'
THE KAPPA'S ARE DYE'N FOR BETA'

Tlve« thendry gtrte need 1 female for Sum A F
86 a Sp 89 Spedoue 2 bdrm apt on 6th &
High Offers pd gas 4 low rent Cal us St
353 1299'
Two female roommates needed for aumrnar In
race house Ctoee lo campus. Cal 362-1668
WANTED 1 NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE FOR
SUM. $135 A MO. START MAY 15 PHONE*
CABLE NCL SPLIT ELEC CALL JIM AT
354-2451

Tool Meyer
Congratulations on making Pommerettes. We're so proud ol you'
Love, your Alpha XI Sialers

WANTED: Chrtsttan female rcommete for this
summer Starting either during the Msy session
or June session untH the ending of the session
in August Two bedroom apartment close to
campus Cal 353-8206

1 or 2 ltiT*e roommalM n**cMd for 88 89
school ywr Prefer non-smoktrs Great location nanornbH rent 354-0961 ask lor Jan*
Cal atW 5 PM

WANTED One parson to help sublease, lor
summer, house on Manvita. One block from
campus Own Room, very affordable Cal
372 1173
WANTED One person summer sublease, own
bedroom, next to campus, al utHmss paid May
l5Aug15 Sl22amo Cal John 354-2379

1 or 2 mate or I ornate roommates wanted to Ive
in houaa (or summer Close to campus $103 a
monfcV Cal 353-0668

We buy csrs; wrecked. Junked or snything,
PH 352-5134

2 people to aWbtoese furnkshed apt. tor summer, ctoee-to-campus. air cond and swimming
pool Cheap rent call 353 2656 or 353-6122

HELP WANTED

2 people to sublease nice, one bdrm lumiahed
apt for summer Cneap rent. ALL UTILITIES
PAIO Ctoss to campus CaM353-6122
3 females to sublease 2 bdrm apt for summer.
Located at VSaoe Green Apt* near bus station
Has AC a dean outdoor pool. Can Kim or Co.Hen at 3530677
Anyone lookng for a rton-smotung female Christian roommate tor 88*69 school year, please
cal ANSI at 354-6914
F rmte tor any one or combination of the next
3 terms (summer, (al. spring). Nice 2 person
apt close to campus Please call Traae
353-5020
HELP US' 3 non-smoking female roommates
needed to sub-lease an E Wooster apt for the
summer $135 mo I elec CaH please1 Chns
372-4900
H you think you are good at Ping Pong come to
Howards Monday a Tuesday after 10 30 BYQP
Male aublaaser needed for summer 88 Air
corvditiontng. yard close to campus 353-2256
rent negotiable
NEEO SUMMER HOUSING?
CONTACT ROCHELLE 372-5541
Needed. 1 mate roommate to sublease Scott
Hamilton apt tor summer semester Close to
campus, reasonable rent Call Rvch 354-4924
Needed One female roommate to lease targe
apartment lor 66-69 Cal Karen or Carolyn at

353-2849
The Pi Phis would Ike to wish everyone the
best ol luck during the remaining days ol Greek
Week* We are going lor the gold!

Roommate wanted for 1968-89 school year.
Low rent, dose to campus Cal 372-1056 or
372-1745

TO THE POISON WHO STOLE MY PLASTIC
KHAKI ANO BLACK PURSE SATURDAY AT
UPTOWN: YOU HAVE UNTIL WED . APR 20
TO RETURN BEFORE YOU ARE IDENTIFIED
TO POLICE BY A WITNESS-NJW

WANTED
REBECCA STEVENSNol only are you "awesome as a possum " but
Mortar Board President loo'
Congratulations tram your tMg-gesl Ian

One male to sublease for summer $150 s mo
plus utH Contact Owen at 353-0977 -close to
campus

Needed Two female roommates to sublease
targe apartment lor summer Cal Carolyn or
Uss at 353 2849

HELP WANTED (SUMMER) The Aaaoclatlon
lor the Help ol Retarded CMMrsn. Nassau
County Chapter, operates s summer residential
camp tor menially retarded cheoYen and adults
m the Cats** Mountains at Hunter. NY. Irom
June 20 to Aug. 20. MEN and women needed
lor paid positions Cabin Counselors. Instructor
Counselors In Music. Dance. Drama. Sewing.
Cooking. Woodahop. Atrateca. Recreation.
WSI. Lifeguards. Office Secretary For mtormabon. write CAMP LOYALTOWN. AHRC. 189
Wheeltey Road. Broowae. NY 11545. or cal
(516) 820 1000. Men.-Frt. 9.30 AM-430
PM Help us give the mentaly retarded an enjoyable vacation!

SUMMER WORK $1599 per month Looking
lor dependable, hard-working students who are
Iree tor the entire summer Interviews TODAY
Wed a Thurs 3. 5. 7 PM 304 Eppler South

Pin-Time 1 Fult-Trme Summer
Employment A*sliable.Our company la seek
ng several employees to perform unskilled light
production work Flexible hours around class
schedules can be arranged or tul bme in summer The rate ol wage la S3 35 per hour. It mtereastd. stop by or eel the oompaay office at
352-5625 Advanced Specialty Producte. sic
426 Clough SI . Bowling Green. OHO,.

1985 CJ7 Jeep, aoftop. 4x4. 4 speed, good
condition. Cal 287 3867. 267-4016

Long and short term temporary assignments

'eotosCuHees
AM-FM Stereo - Good Condition - $ 1700

available lor summer employment

354-4626

Medical eecretenee. receptionists and

76 FORD MUSTANG SUNROOF. AM-FM
CASS LOSS Of NEW PARTS. RUNS OREATI
ASKING $1000 CALL 352-0701 LEAVE A
MESSAGE

BRADS OR QUIET UNDERQRADS
2 bdrm 2-3 people 12 month lease
FREE heal, AC, cooking, water
VERY ATTRACTIVE BUILDING

ATARI COMPUTER 110 XE. ATARI 10-27
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER. ATARI 10-10
PROGRAM RECORDER. ASKING $350 USED
COUPLE OF TIMES.

We have a tew summer rentals
available too!

tranecribers needed Cal 216-461 -8965

ASSORTMENT OF APARTMENTS
ANO HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR
SUMMER ANO FALL RENTAL'
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REALESTATE
SHE. WOOSTER
154-1210 OR 3S2-6653
OPEN I AM TO ( PM

SUMMER WORK
$1599 par month
Need. Dependable, hardworking students
InSantewe Wed -1. 4, S 7 00-300 Eppler S
Thurs-417 00-101 Eppler S
Fn 1 a 4 00-300 Eppler S

Beautiful Downtown Apt for summer aubsseaa
1 bdrm inexpensive Cal 363 0338

FOR SALE

FOR RENT
Exceesnt location on comer ol Court and Summit Street Summer only $90 a mo ea lor lour
students UN included Cal lor less than four or
nlormation 352 2932

1986 Chevy Spectrum. 4 door. 5 speed,
stereo. AC, good cond 20,000 mi $6200 or
lake over payments Cal 352-5781

FREE CABLE TV
NEW CARPET
1/2 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAILABLE FALL 1 SPRING SEMESTERS
162-1 MO EVENINGS * WEEKENDS
352-4171 WEEKDAYS

76 Ford Mustang Good Condition Musi sell
$650-1 large plane and 20 galon tank $60
353-7720

362-3445

lor further information

200 Counselors $ Instructors Needed! Prtvste. coed summer cemp In Pocono Mountains, Northeastern Penn. Lohlkan. PO BOX
234BQ, Ksnlrworth, N J 07033 (201 -276-0565.
Attention I
Graphic Artt ft VCT majors
Student Pubscabons is now interviewing for Fal
88 production assistants Apply at Student
Employment. 460 Student Services.
Babysitter In my Perryaburg home 2 PM-6 PM
4 days a week One and two year olds Cal Ta
■y st 874-6076 from 10 AM -1 PM.
Bartender, part-time nights and weekends.
Apply between 2-4 PM M-F at the Elks Club.
200 Campbell Rd 352-2149
Chid Care Worker-Fun time, rotating shift position with 24 hour, six
bed residential assessment and treatment ladhtyforcMdrenage2-17 Send resume to CRC.
P O Box 738 BowttngOreen OH 43402 EOE
COUNSELORS CAMP WAVNE. co-ed children's camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania Speciarty counselors tor: Swimming, Sailing.
Water-Skjing. Tennis. Gymnsstics, Softball vbttaybal. Fine Arts. Guitar, Dance, Ceramics
(Hand a Wheel). Photography. Nature
Camping, Nurses Other fobs available On
Campus Interviews. Wednesday. April 27th.
1968 from 11 00 am to 5 30 pm Sign up
Student Employment Office. 450 Student Services Btdg
For further information cal
516-889-3217
GEAUGA LAKE SUMMER INTERNSHIP
Excellent opportunity for professional minded
individual to work as a Group Coordinator lor
the Sales-Promotions department Send resume to Geauga Lake. 1060 Aurora Road,
Aurora. OH 44202. Attn Sales Manager

_fJEE5S?_

BRAD AA'Dt

f MOM UT mt btr TV/i STRAIGHT.'

MEDICAL OFFICE SERVICE. INC
6803 Mayfrskt Road
Cleveland. Ohio 44124
Looking for part-time work and only night times
available? Night time ie the right lime at Henry
J's. Limited waitress, writer a floor waiter open
Inge lor energetic, honest a outgoing people
Apply at the only tun place to work. Henry J's
Wed Sun Altar 8 PM 1532 S Byrne In the
Qlenby'n Shopping Center
Marketing Rep-Kmko's Copies enjoy a part time position promoting Kinko'a services throughout the acadmic community Exceesnt pay and commission
structure lor the right person. Apply in parson
at Klnkos Copies. 113 Railroad St Bowing
Green OH
NEEO EXPERIENCE?
Natronaty known firm- opportunity lo gain valuable experience. $400 per wk
For more Into
Wad. 1.41 7 00 300 Eppler S
Trims 4,7:00 100EppearS
Fn . 1 4 4 00 300 Eppler S

No plans tor this summer yet?
We can show you now lo get in shape, take
charge ol your Me. and gel paid nearly

$700 plus room and board lor six weeks
this summer II you Ike II. you could also
earn S1000 for each of the next two years
learning ofUcarship CaiimeMBary
Science Department at 372 2476
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS Part Time
POSITIONS for summer Churchais Supermarket
1141 S Mam, BO
Pre-regislrstion volunteers are needed for the
month ol Jury Be a greater, tour guide, display
host, evening entertainment, usher or discussion radfetator. Compensation includes a meal
for each day worked'
Sign-up by Aprl 29th in 405 Student Services
STUDENT SALES REP WANTED FOR FAIL
SEMESTER
Opportunity available for an enthusiastic person
to market elk-screened outerwear and other
products 3.0-4 GPA required. Only freshman
and sophomores need sppty Very desirable Income Greek a plus Contact CAMPUS SPECIALTIES AT 8t5-758-4695 (anytime)SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED
WHO ME? Yes. you. too. can have a satisfying
summer as a counselor m a United Methodist
Church camp! M you ska chsdren. enjoy being
otudoors and want to share your faith, phone
1-800-762-7932 lor more information and an
appacabon.
Summer Jobs Toledo baaed distributer has
openings in outside sales Base pay plus commission of up lo $500 per week possible for
ambrooua goal-onented person Must be Iving
in BG-Toledo area this summer Cal (419)
882-3712

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
#One and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
T^Heat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
#On Site Management
ir Full-time Maintenance
# Swimming Pools
£-Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
& Special Summer Rates

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MAY 6

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
9-12, 1-7 Weekdays
10-4 Saturdays
12-4 Sundays

SUMMER LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
The City of Bowing Green Parks S Recreation
Department ia now accepting applications lor
summer leadership positions as follows
Arts & Crafts Instructor-$3 75 an hr.. Trampoline a Tumbling metructors-$3.75 an hr., Tennis Instructors-$3 75 an hr. Special Events
Coordmalors-$3 75 an hr., Sports a Athletic
lnstructors-S3 76 sn hr , Softball
Scorekeepars-$3.50 a game Interested persona may obtain an appacatton from the Personnel Department, 304 N Church, until May
10tn The City ol Bowing Green ie an Atflmrma
live Action-Equal Opportunity Employer
SUMMER POOL EMPLOYMENT
The City of Bowing Green Parks a Recreation
Department is now accepting sppkeations tor al
non-management positions for summer pool
employment Positions needed are as tosowa
Swim Instructor with W S I $4 00 sn hr Swim
Instructor with Red Cross-$3 50 an hr., Assis
lent to lns!ructor-S3 00 an hr, Concession.
alfe-$3 50 an hr. Lfleguerd-SS 00 an hr. Baa
keteer$3.00 an hr .Casr*sr$3 50 an hr Af>
pacants lor Lifeguard poemona must lave cur
rent certification In Advanced Lrfaaavmg and
First Aid Interested parsons may obtain an ap
oacetion daily. Monday-Friday, during business'
hours form the Personnel Department. 304 N
Church, untl Aprl 29th The City of Bowing
Green la an Affirmative Action-Equal Opportunity Employer.

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars. 4 X 49 Seized in
drug raids lor under $100? Cal lor lacta today
602-837-3401 axt 299

GREAT SUMMER HOUSING
AT GREAT SUMMER PRICES!
We offer you an extenaltre
Hal ol apartments and houses
for the summer months.
G real Locations - Gr eat Prices
NewkMS Rentals
121S. Main -162-5620

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4x4's Seized in drug
raids for under $100? Cal for facts today
602 837-3401 axt 299
Commodore 128 Computer and Dtskdrtve Two
pkgs software included 372-4132

HOUSES FOR 88-89 SCHOOL YEAR
PLEASE CALL 364-7701
OR 352-2330 AFTER 5 00

Coupoo Books lor only $50. Jenny 372-3565
For Sale by Owner 1 1-2 story, 3 bdrm ,
basement. oversized, t car garage, remodeled
Inside and out 352 7389 after 5 pm

Jsy Mar Apartments
2bdrm. summer-fall rentals
clean, affordable and privately owned
We care about you
Fum, unlurn. laundry, AC
Special: FREE Cable TV
■walation rl leased for Fal by 6-16-88

FOR SALE-1 MO SUZUKI
LOW MI.ES ISO CC
ASKING $1600152-6091

354-6036

FOR SAUL- EARTH TONELOVE SEAT-SLEEPER COUCH. ASKING $70
CALL
352 0701 LL-AVL MESSAGE

Live along lor the summer'
m a spec ous efficiency on Manvile
Cal dunng the day-Chrta-372-2848
evening 354-3057

Government Homes from $1 "U Repair" Also
lax deenquent property Cal 605644-9533
ext 1211 lorinlo
IGUANA
For sale. S75 or best offer Serious cans only
353-4625

LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Buff Apts 1470-1490 Clough St.
Fum. 2 bdrm. apt s month teeee
FREE heat, water 1 sewer, private parting
laundry lacllttles
Newkua Rentals
352-5620
121S. Main

MARCY WEIGHT SYSTEM with bench and Iree
stand Good condition, hardly used MUST
SEUIAskmg $300 Cal354-0109eartymomings and weekends
Sony double cassette pieyer lor sale Portable
alao includes AM-FM radio asking $45 Cal
3532363
SUNGLASSES
VUAP.NET RAY-BAN.
SERENGETTI. WAYFARER
10X DISCOUNT WITH AD
1022 N PROSPECT 352-2502

Need lo sublease Studio Apartment lor the
summer. Rent $160 8 mo negotiable Cal
Scoft at 353-7311
NIee. quiet 1 bdrm apl downlown Avail Mid
May Cal 354-3058 evenings
NO UTUTY BILLS
2 brm tuay furnished apta
Exceaant location on Third Street
Very reasonable Juat $ 140 a monlh
per person for 4 parson occupancy
(9 payments lor school year) Owners psy
al unities Cal 352 4966 Evea

FOR RENT
1 bdrm apt. close to campus avail June 10
$195amo plusulil Cal354-1079after6 PM
1 bdrm house tor aumrnar 1988. 128 S
Summit 1-267-3341
1 semester lal lease S340 a month. Furnished
efficiency. Al utfltbee paid. Limited number left
PH 354-3182 or 352-1520
1 2 BEDROOM APT
School year, year, summer leases avaasbJe • S
8. V Rentals 352 7464
2 bdrm furnished apt Close to campus and
downtown Available May 15 352-6369
2 BDRM HOUSE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR BE
GINNING FALL. 239 S COLLEGE CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. FULLY FURNISHED. AC FAMILY
OR 3 PEOPLE, OWNER PAYS GAS
S550/MO 353-4588

Now leeeing--May 1 Aug leases I, 2. 3 bdrm
spts t houses Yes, we do How pats.
353-1336
Now lining - May or Aug Leases 1 and 2
bdrm apts and nouses Yes. we do alow pets
353 1336
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER AND OR FALL
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APT CALL 363-7617
SUBLET EFFICIENCY FOR SUMMER
Across Mac-Dorm Rent. $135 par month 1
elec FREE AC CaJ 352-7716 (8-9pm)
Summer Rentals- 3 month leases
Apertments-Houses-Rooms

Phone 352-7365
2 bdrm. apt. for summer '86. Close lo campus,
pool. AC . dwhwseher. 1, 2 or 3 rmtes Rant
Negol 352 4990 or 352-2027
2 bdrm duplex for summer 88 146 Manvile
372 4132
2 BEDROOM FURN aUNFURN
FREE CABLE TV
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAIL SUMMER 19-12 MONTHS
NEXT TO STINGERS CAFE
352-1800 EVENfNGS a WEEKEND
352-4673 WEEKDAYS

SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm apt one
or two persons AC. basic cable, no deposit
352 3042
Summer Subtense 311 S. Main Large furni
shed 2 bdrm. apt $350 per month Cal Laura
362-0078

824 Sixth Street
Renting tor Summer 1988 and 1988-89
school year. 2 Bdrm fuHy furnished apts.
Free heal, water, sewer1 Tenants pay
electricity Cal 352-4966 eves

DAZE

Summer Sublessors needed lor 4 bedroom
houaa, price negotiable
Cal for details
372-4575

UNIQUE COLLEGE APARTMENTSI
22SS. College
Live close to csmpue In apartments
with cozy cottage charm!
1 bedroom, turnlehed apartments
FREE HEAT. WATER 1 SEWER
NeiKus Rentala 121S. Main
162-4620
2bdrm deluxe apts Summer only $500 Cal
062-3446
3 bdrm house aval 5 20-88 420 S College
$480 per month Steve Smlth-352-6917

ROCK

SUNDAWABRIL 24th
1-5 p.m.^etweeEihe Student
ServicesJfuildJng auM Kreischer
(Rain,Site - MemUal Hall)

TWQ GREAT BAW)SJ ! !
Cleveland's jjpoyld" and Pittsburgh's "Picwe This" Plus.
Food ^Refreshments provided by Food^jeratlons,
^Dye Party and a Scavenger Hi!%J[!
(Commuter/Off-Campus

DON'T MISS IT!

